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KK01

Sabiyuh

Soup mug

3.5”D 2.25”H

7oz

Price
$60

This mug’s extremely thin rim feels nice to drink from. Sabiyuh* typically becomes
smoother after years of use. Enjoy the changing character!

KK02

Sabiyuh

Coffee pot

6.75”W(w handle) 4.5”H

1lb1oz

3.5” 2.75”H

7oz

$210

Kiyooka’s signature Sabiyuh* style Coffee pot

KK03

Sabiyuh

Kakewake Kakute Mug

This mug is finished smooth inside with a matte Sabiyuh* glaze on the outside. It’s
square handle fits very nicely in your hand, and the Kiyooka’s thin rim is designed to
feel great when you drink from it.

*Sabiyuh (brown or rust colored glaze) is a straw ash glaze that brings out the iron in
the clay. This glaze appeared around Kamakura era (1192-1333) as a matte accent
and became more common in Muromachi era, which followed. It eventually evolved
into many different kinds of glaze. Sabiyuh typically becomes glossier after years of
use. Enjoy the changing character!
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$64
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KK04

Aohai

Flat bowl

7.5”D 1.75”H

14oz

$68

8oz

$64

7.5oz

$64

Beautiful landscape of Aohai glaze.
** Aohai is literally blue ash, using a mixture of the Isunoki plant’s ash and minerals.
Isunoki is a common ingredient in Shigaraki region. Kiyooka’s original blend produces beautiful pale blue.

KK05

Olive

Cafe bowl

4.5”D 3”H

Olive green luster on the outside and matte off white inside make a beautiful contrast. Great for cafe au lait and soups.
*** Olive is a variation of the Aohai series that uses a mixture of ash from the Isonaki
plant and minerals. Isunoki is a common ingredient in Shigaraki region. In order to
produce glossy olive green, Kiyooka fires at higher temperature than Aohai.

KK06

Sabiyuh

Kakewake bowl

5.5”D 2.25”H

The beautiful brown to green glaze inside this bowl provides a really nice contrast
with the rich Sabiyuh* glaze on the outside.

KK07

Heat resistant

Frying pan (small)

5.4”D 1.4”H 9”(w handle)L 13.5oz

This product can safely be heated on the stove top or in the oven. There are two
larger sizes available upon request. Food bakes up crispy outside and moist inside.
Then you can bring it straight to the table!
— continue to next page
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KK08

Heat resistant

Frying pan (medium)

6.3”D 1.5”H 10.5”(w handle)L		$95

This product can safely be heated on the stove top or in the oven. There are two
larger sizes available upon request. Food bakes up crispy outside and moist inside.
Then you can bring it straight to the table!

KK09

Heat resistant

Frying pan (large)

8.5”D 1.5”H 12”(w handle)L		

This product can safely be heated on the stove top or in the oven. There are two
larger sizes available upon request. Food bakes up crispy outside and moist inside.
Then you can bring it straight to the table!
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$120

